SLC acts on student manual revision

Parties and alcohol in dorm primary focus

by Fred Grayor
Staff Reporter

The Student Life Council yesterday suspended usual procedure in order to quickly and efficiently handle the revision of the student manual and, in particular, the rule on parties involving alcohol in the dormitories.

Father Theodore Hesburgh opened the first meeting of the Council. His remarks were aimed at encouraging the Council in their efforts as an organization set up to draw together students, faculty, and administration officials. He told the SLC he was grateful to them for making a commitment towards making the University a better community.

revise it now

A move was made by Student Affairs President Phillip Facenda to put aside the usual Council procedure so that the revision of the manual could be taken up. "We must do these things now," he said, "outside of our usual pace, and do them more quickly."

The student manual is usually revised in May so that it can go into effect in September. Last year, though, the revision was not completed at the end of the semester.

Mr. Facenda explained the evolution of this law, and cited the need for revision by telling the council that parties in the dormitories had gotten so out of hand that his office sometimes had to deal with students who were leaving the campus because they could find no other place to study on campus except in the library.

The Student Affairs office has taken a new stand on all rules that year, as it felt that the former policy of "benign neglect" was wrong in that it offered the student no consistent system of justice.

The SLC has three alternatives open to them now. They can pass Mr. Facenda's draft of the revision, vote to maintain the rules as they stood last year, or craft a new set of rules. The Council has three alternatives open to them now.

acceptable gatherings

He then listed the three types of gatherings that would be acceptable under his first draft of the revision.

The first is a gathering of a few people in a room quiet enough to be unnoticed by someone passing by in the hall.

The second is a large hall event, held somewhere in the hall so that others trying to study or work should not be disturbed.

The third is a large campus event, held in a public place such as the barn on Bollus Road, the large building behind Holy Cross Hall, or the Fortune student center.

Student would bring their own alcoholic beverages to these, but the use of alcohol would be "secondary to their personal interaction."

The guidelines to the revision state: "We must challenge one another to find more creative ways of socializing." Various activities were suggested by Mr. Facenda as examples of creative socializing, such as swimming or ice skating parties on the lake.

"We don't want brawls," he said. "Mature use of alcohol in the tradition of this campus will be emphasized." Then he pointed out that using alcohol at weekends as examples was not what he had in mind.

Prof. John Mons haw headed one of two main arguments on the revision as stated in the draft. He said that the crucial issues centered on "imposed morality," and that the council should question the legislation of morality in this situation.

Edward Khalil added this to his saying: "A student should have a say in his own life. We cannot force an individual to accept another's standards."

The other argument was based on the fact that the revision takes a low view of gatherings in dorms, even though they are considered by many to be the center of social life on campus.

three alternatives

The Council has three alternatives open to them now. They can pass Mr. Facenda's draft of the revision, vote to maintain the rules as they stood last year, or draft a new revision that the council can then consider. The Council moved to adjourn and meet again this Wednesday at 4:30. They will meet twice a week until the decision is made.

In other SLC business, Margaret Ferguson was re-elected as Secretary, and all vacancies were announced filled.

Tax reforms threaten ND endowments

by Terry Keeney
Staff Reporter

Notre Dame is in danger of losing much of its financial endowment if tax reform proposals currently being considered by Congress become law, James W. Frick, vice president for public relations and development, warns that Congress may be overzealous in closing tax loopholes by restricting tax deductions for charitable contributions.

"I don't know of very many people against tax reform," Frick observed. "But we may get into the situation of throwing the baby out with the bath water."

The House Ways and Means Committee is in the process of writing a new tax reform law. There is some sentiment in Congress that tax deductions for donations to charities including private educational institutions should be curtailed. These tax deductions enable many potential donors to Notre Dame to make contributions.

Frick opposes proposals to close the charitable deductions loophole for two reasons. First, if these proposals become law, donations to the university would be severely curtailed. Second, Frick believes that such measures would restrict an individual's freedom to help his fellow man.

"These proposals would take away from my right to help my fellow man the way I see fit," said Frick. "I am convinced that such contributions should not be made.

That right when it made charitable contributions deductible to some extent, it was.

"Frick pointed out that three particular measures are being considered in limiting charitable contributions. The first mechanism is putting a floor on deductions. Under this proposal an individual's total amount of charitable donations would have to be above a certain percentage of his gross income to qualify for a deduction."

The second mechanism would limit the deductibility of donations in appreciated securities. An individual can deduct only a certain percentage of the appreciated value of the donated stocks and bonds.

The third mechanism would restrict the percentage of an estate that can be willed to a charitable institution. Some states, notably New York, already have such a limitation.

Although Frick admits that tax abuses must be corrected, he defends such constitutional loopholes as the oil depletion allowance. He objects most strongly to those contributions that benefit the donor directly. He believes that such donations should not be deductible.

Frick, who helped advise the Congress about the 1969 Tax Reform Bill, is confident that the nation's lawmakers will not intentionally damage charitable institutions.

"The Congress is interested in equitable collection of tax income. I am convinced of their sincerity that it is not their intent to hurt philanthropy," said Frick.
Police evacuated the area and called in bomb experts. As one of them walked toward the bomb, it went off.

London - Terrorist bombings, blamed on Irish extremists, continued Monday in Britain. Abuabda placed in the face of an army disposal expert outside an office building in the industrial city of Birmingham. The man was critically wounded. A postman found the bomb during a mail delivery to the building.

Dublin - British Prime Minister Edward Heath and Irish Premier Liam Cosgrave met in near wartime security in Dublin Monday. They discussed measures to end the four years of sectarian violence in Northern Ireland. Heath is expected to seek Cosgrave's aid in crushing the outlawed Irish Republican Army which has admitted leading the bomb and bullet campaign in Ulster.

New York - Federal Judge Lee Gagliardi Monday reset the start of the trial of former Nixon cabinet officers John Mitchell and Maurice Stans to Oct. 23. Attorneys for former Attorney General Mitchell and former Commerce Secretary Stans had asked the delay to give them time to prepare for trial. Mitchell and Stans are accused of conspiracy and obstruction of justice in connection with a contribution to Nixon's re-election campaign.

Stockholm - Preliminary figures Monday show the late vote counting from Sweden's parliamentary election have turned into a deadlock. Socialists and non-socialists each hold 176 seats. The development in the seven week battle between Premier Olof Palme's social democratic government and the three non-socialist opposition parties came only hours after election headquarters had predicted a socialist majority of one seat.

Detroit - Chrysler Corp. and the United Auto Workers announced agreement Monday on a three-year contract that raises mandatory overtime rules but grants union workers less money than they wanted.

Dublin - British Prime Minister Edward Heath and Irish Premier Liam Cosgrave met in near wartime security in Dublin Monday. They discussed measures to end the four years of sectarian violence in Northern Ireland. Heath is expected to seek Cosgrave's aid in crushing the outlawed Irish Republican Army which has admitted leading the bomb and bullet campaign in Ulster.

New York - Federal Judge Lee Gagliardi Monday reset the start of the trial of former Nixon cabinet officers John Mitchell and Maurice Stans to Oct. 23. Attorneys for former Attorney General Mitchell and former Commerce Secretary Stans had asked the delay to give them time to prepare for trial. Mitchell and Stans are accused of conspiracy and obstruction of justice in connection with a contribution to Nixon's re-election campaign.

Stockholm - Preliminary figures Monday show the late vote counting from Sweden's parliamentary election have turned into a deadlock. Socialists and non-socialists each hold 176 seats. The development in the seven week battle between Premier Olof Palme's social democratic government and the three non-socialist opposition parties came only hours after election headquarters had predicted a socialist majority of one seat.

Detroit - Chrysler Corp. and the United Auto Workers announced agreement Monday on a three-year contract that raises mandatory overtime rules but grants union workers less money than they wanted.

Agreement came after a strike that lasted 63 hours - the shortest national strike in UAW history.

Brown lectures on christology

by Zenon Bidinski

Father Raymond E. Brown, renowned biblical scholar, speaking here Sunday night on the modern history of Christology, said that "our relationship to God is defined and stigmatized by our relation to Jesus" and that "we define our religion in terms of the Christological question." He surveyed the different reactions toward Christology during the 20th century, the period of most extensive research on this subject.

His speech, "Who do men say that I am?", focused on the evolution of modern Christology from Bousset's work in 1913 to current Christological writings. Brown broke the different approaches in this period into five groups: simple-liberalism, scholarly liberalism, existentialism, scholarly conservatism, and simple conservatism.

Simple liberalism states that only important aspect of Jesus' life was his moral teaching. Simple conservatism, the opposite extreme, states that Jesus' life is correctly portrayed in the Gospels. According to Brown, those two positions are the least scholarly but are held by 95 per cent of the people. Thus, he was not convinced with these two but only with the remaining three.

Scholarly liberalism was the first position elaborated on by Brown. Bousset held to this Christology and said that the church had divinized Jesus so that people would listen to his teachings. Bousset proved, according to Brown, that some of the terms used by the church to describe Jesus had never actually been used in Jesus' time, thus destroying the church's credibility factor.
Macheca discusses party ban

by Pat Halitz
Staff Reporter

John Macheca, Dean of Students, said last night in a taped interview with WSN that the present ban on hall parties and use of alcohol results from a consensus decision that there could be no chance for progress if we "do not start from where we are" in enforcing presently existing laws.

At the same time he said that the central staff does believe that there is room for improvement if it is done by due process. Macheca stated no major difficulty in enforcing the present rule.

The central staff spent the summer in a series of discussions that blended different viewpoints to form a consensus on what policy in this and other matters should be, according to Macheca. "It was an evolutionary process that worked toward unanimity," he said.

Besides the members of the central staff, ten rectors, some of the R.A.'s, and an ad hoc group of students who were available on campus, also took part in the formulation of policy. Macheca agreed that these groups were not fully representative of the university community but pointed out that members of the community could make their position known to the Student Life Council which is holding hearings on the matter this week.

The Dean of Students also argued that the present situation results from the enforcement of a rule that is already on the books and therefore rests on respect for rules.

"In order to improve things," he said, "we have to start from where we stand now and proceed from there through due process" which means that the SLC must approve any changes at the rules. He and the central staff cannot act autonomously.

Besides his views on due process, Dean Macheca also discussed his views on what the rules about alcohol should be and what he is trying to accomplish. The recommendations call for the use of alcohol in controlled and supervised gatherings created with student leadership.

While Macheca admitted that the new rules would be a step backward for some dorms he said that they would create a consistent university-wide stance that would liberalize policy in some other dorms. He favors the "reasonable use of alcohol" but is worried about its abuse and hopes that the end result of the current difficulties and proposals will be an improvement in the quality of life in the dorms.

"I hope the new rules will promote creativity and imagination on the part of the halls in serving the needs of the residents," he commented.

Macheca has not noted any serious opposition to enforcing the rules on the part of rectors, assistant rectors, and resident assistants. He "realizes" that some will find it difficult to enforce a rule that they regard as a step backward," but said that no one had refused outright. "I hope that the students, R.A.'s, and rectors will find it within themselves to go along with this rule," he concluded.
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HAMMERS NOTRE DAME BOOKSTORE

HEWLETT PACKARD

1973 Edition of the HP-45

The world's first calculators that challenge computers and fit into your pocket.

Are you spending too much time solving problems with slide rule, regular calculator or pencil?

Solve problems in seconds, with one of the same calculators used by professionals in your field—the HP-35 Scientific Pocket Calculator, the HP-45 Advanced Scientific Pocket Calculator, the HP-80 Business Pocket Calculator.

Hewlett-Packard calculators give you more power, more accuracy, more storage registers and more features than ordinary calculators. For example, the HP-45 gives you up to 10 digit accuracy, a floating decimal point, and a range of 200 decades (10^-9 to 10^9). The HP-45 also gives you automatic conversions, offers you a choice of fixed or scientific notation, and performs register and vector arithmetic. And the HP-35 is pre-programmed with 3 dozen financial functions.

Beat the numbers...

Right now, an HP calculator can help you get better grades, because it...

• SAVES TIME in solving problems—just press the keys.
• GUARANTEES ACCURACY for fewer mistakes.
• OFFERS COMPUTER-LIKE POWER (no waiting for school machine).
• REPLACES TABLES AND PAPER-AND-PENCIL CALCULATIONS.
• OPERATES SILENTLY for use in classroom library or dorm.
• GOES ANYWHERE (fits in pocket or purse; weighs but 9 ounces).

COME IN TODAY FOR A FREE DEMONSTRATION of the complete line of Hewlett-Packard pocket calculators.
The SLC got off to an uncharacteristic start Monday. The suspension of the rules, thanks to Dr. Phillip Faccenda, opened the meeting up so that the talk could get to the heart of the master—the revision of the student manual and the "parties rule."

As it stands now, Faccenda has the SLC over barrel. If they agree with his new regulations, there is no problem. But, and the tenure of the meeting suggests this, if the SLC does not take too high a road, with the central staff's revisions, there's a problem.

Three Alternatives

The SLC has three alternatives. First, they can pass the new rules simply to push the "no party" regulations off the books. But in the process, they would be indicating their agreement with the central staff. But indicators point out that this is not the mood of the body.

Their second alternative is not to pass the regulations. But this is highly unlikely and is the situation where Faccenda holds the greatest political strength.

If the SLC rejects the regulations, they will be acquiescing to the central staff's revisions, there's a problem.

Finally, if they decide to revise the statutes, the "no party" regulations will remain in effect until the revision is completed.

Result is Clear

So, the result seems pretty clear. The SLC doesn't have much of a choice. Of the three alternatives presented them, only one seems acceptable, but it must be acceptable with some things in mind.

By and large, it should be the hall's responsibility to decide what is good for its residents within the statutes set down by the university. Thus, if a hall feels that it would not be unacceptable for "section parties" to expand out into the hallways, considering of course that the party has the OK and is participated in by all the members of the section and that the noise level is not unbearable.

It is clear that the university cannot distinctly prohibit parties that are larger than room size and they realize that the students require the outlet that parties supply either through some form of section party or a designated party spot in the hallways outlet can be fulfilled.

Years ago, we learned that you cannot legislate against drunkenness in the Prohibition. Likewise, you cannot expect the new regulations to prevent drunkenness. It is going to exist even if you shut off the section party outlet. What results instead is students either a) getting drunk by themselves in a non-social atmosphere or b) driving to Michigan to drink and endangering themselves and the others on the road.

The SLC's Assignment

The SLC is facing a tough assignment. They should vote for the revision of the student manual, but the manual makes it very clear that when their yearly votes go to a pledge that the social necessities of the students not be ignored.
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ND security devises trial anti-theft program

by Jane Thornton
Staff Reporter

Operation Mallmark, a new anti-theft measure devised by the security office, will be activated soon using Holy Cross Hall as a pilot. According to John Macheca, Dean of Students and Director of Security, the program will begin this fall semester and eventually cover all University dormitories. According to Macheca, the program is designed to reduce theft by making it more difficult for burglars to break into dorm rooms.

CAMPUS PRESS is open from 1 P.M. to 5 P.M. Monday through Friday. It is located in the southeast corner of the basement of the LaFortune Student Center and is able to handle monograms, xerox, and photo offset work. Prices are reasonable and quality is excellent. However, it should be noted that there are certain time requirements on large or detailed orders. If you wish, you can contact Campus Press by phone at 7047 for further information during its office hours.

Who sold the rugs in the Fieldhouse at the beginning of this semester? According to John Macheca, the rug vendor was selling a tasteful and well-designed line of rugs that were well-received by students. However, Macheca emphasized that the Fieldhouse has strict anti-theft measures in place to prevent such incidents from occurring in the future.

Which weekend is homecoming this year and are there any extra football tickets available for that weekend's football game? The weekend of October 21st and 22nd is homecoming, and there are plenty of extra football tickets available for that weekend's game. Students should contact the Student Activities Office to purchase tickets. The Student Activities Office is open 8:30 A.M. to 5 P.M. This is especially the case with regard to football weekends. By the way, the Student Activities Office is open 8:30 A.M. to 5 P.M. Monday thru Friday with the exception of the noon hour.

When is Campus Press open? Campus Press is open from 1 P.M. to 5 P.M. Monday thru Friday. It is located in the southeast corner of the basement of the LaFortune Student Center and is able to handle monograms, xerox, and photo offset work. Prices are reasonable and quality is excellent. However, it should be noted that there are certain time requirements on large or detailed orders. If you wish, you can contact Campus Press by phone at 7047 for further information during its office hours.

Who sold the rugs in the Fieldhouse at the beginning of this semester? According to John Macheca, the rug vendor was selling a tasteful and well-designed line of rugs that were well-received by students. However, Macheca emphasized that the Fieldhouse has strict anti-theft measures in place to prevent such incidents from occurring in the future.

TOLL FREE POSTERS, STICKERS, AND COMBAT ART
The LaFortune Student Center presents
THIS WAS BURLESQUE
featuring ANN CORIO
See her nostalgic musical tribute to '30's and '40's, (Baggy-pants comedians, strip teasers, an out of step chorus line and all.)
PERFORMING STARTING TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 18TH
TUES, WED, THURS, FRI 8pm SAT 6 & 9:30, SUN 7:30
STUDENT DISCOUNT:
1/2 price on the $5.00 and $4.00 seats (Tues, Wed, Thurs, 6pm & Sat 9:30pm)
Show ND-SMC ID for 10% off this ad
TICKETS ON SALE 11AM TO SHOWTIME AT MORSI CIVIC BOX OFFICE, 211 N. MICHIGAN AVE.
DOWNTOWN SOUTH BEND 222-6934
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Open to seniors

Placement nights offer job possibilities

by Mike Kulczycki

Placement Nights scheduled September 19, 27

ND-SMC seniors, M.B.A., graduate and law students receiving degrees, will initiate the Notre Dame Placement Bureau's services for 1973-1974. Placement manuals, registration forms and interview materials will be available, according to Richard Willem in, Director of the Placement Bureau.

Placement Nights will also feature demonstration job interviews followed by critiques and question-answer periods, directed by Professor W. Goulet of the Finance Department and Willem in. These will be live interviews, conducted by Sears Meehleck and Co., Firestone Rubber and Tire Co., and Bendix Corp.

Tuesday, September 19, is planned for Arts and Letters, Business Administration, M.B.A. and Law, while Wednesday, September 19, is set for Science, Engineering, M.B.A. and Law.

Meetings each night will start at the Engineering Auditorium at 7 p.m. and are expected to last until 9 p.m.

Placement Manuals will be available at the Placement Nights registration form, received with the registration packet last week. Manuals had been delayed by a printer's strike and a materials shortage, but Willem in expected shipment of the manuals this weekend.

ND or SMC seniors who did not receive a card, or misplaced it, can pick up the manuals after September 19 at the Placement Bureau Office, 222 Administration Building.

The Placement Manuals contain articles on career planning, interviewing, resume preparation, in addition to alphabetical and geographical listings of national employers. Willem in said preparations that students should make for the recruiting season will also be discussed at Placement Nights.

In addition to the Placement Nights, the Bureau will have Open House every afternoon (1:30-4:30) September 24-25," according to Willem in. Monday, October 8, was also established as the first day of on-campus employer interviews. "Students will be permitted to sign the employee's interview list during the Open House, and pick up employer's literature," Willem in said visits to the in-
Schlaver limits weekend concession stands

by Kurt Heiz

Food concessions on home football Saturdays, this year, will be affected by stricter enforcement of registration and health guidelines, as well as higher rental fees, Fr. Dave Schlaver, director of student activities, said.

The same number of stands will be permitted as was last year, but the above facts could cause a drop in the number wanting to operate a stand, he said.

For years, on Saturday mornings, before football games, there were a great number of hot dog stands. As alumni and various football fans flooded the campus, there was a stand at every corner of every side street, ready to grab their money.

Unfortunately, with the unlimited number of stands, one grabbed much money. Instead, a lot of stands grabbed a little money.

Last year, the University issued a limited number of permits in order to improve the situation. A lottery was held to determine who got what location for what game. As it turned out, each organization that applied was able to get a stand for two games.

Fr. Schlaver plans to keep the job placement manuals will arrive today

by Janet Deene

Staff Reporter

Placement manuals are expected to arrive today and will be distributed at Placement Night in exchange for the greens registration card said R. D. Willemink, director of the Placement Bureau. Placement nights will be held on Tuesday and Wednesday of this week from 7-9 p.m. in the Engineering Auditorium.

Willemink urges seniors to pick up these manuals which contain the schedules of all on-campus job interviews as well as listing the services that the Bureau offers. The recruitment schedule arranges the various companies in alphabetical and chronological order, tells where the job is located, and if citizenship is required.

Companies and universities will begin recruiting the week of Oct. 10th. Students must sign up for an interview the preceding week anytime between 6:15 and 8 in the Placement Bureau. As this procedure will be followed throughout the year, the 0th, will print an updated schedule each week of the employers that will recruit the following week.

Employer literature is available at the Placement Bureau and also at an Open House for seniors, graduate students, and faculty which will be held the week of September 26th from 1:30 - 4:00 in the bureau offices.

Yoody says:

Join the

NICKIE'S FOR

LUNCH BUNCH

Mon.-Thurs. 11a.m.-7 p.m.
½ lb. Bourbon Burger
12 oz. bowl "Soup de Nickie's" COLD Pint of Schlitz

BELLE STYLING

Hair Care Center for Men

specializing in all types of hair styles and conditions

we use & recommended RK products

ask for LARRY or DAVE (stylist)

Monday thru Sat. at 684-4750

located corner of Belle Rd. & U.S. 31 In Belle Plaza - Niles, Mich.
Ruggers stay unbeaten, demolish Lincoln Park by John Turcza

Bone crushing action dominated Notre Dame's 36-0 victory over Bob "Bobo" Olsen's Lincoln Park Saturday at Soldier Field. The final score was 36-0.

Notre Dame dominated the opening half with sustained drive in Lincoln Park territory. However, midway through the first half the game was rough and tiring on both teams. Olsen emphasized the hard hitting and years of experience on the sideline as a key advantage in this year's game.

The only inexperienced position for the Irish was on the backfield. Olsen noticed that there were some instances of inexperienced running. However, the units worked themselves out as the season progressed.

The rugby team has already compiled a 5-1 record for the season. This is to be expected as the team was not composed of talented players.

The Chicago Bears opened the game with 28 points in the fourth quarter. The Bears scored one try and added two conversions, followed by Tom Masenga, Joe Hofer, Tom Often, and John Fineman.

Blarney Stone(d)

A little of everything

This news flash from Washington. In what may go down in history as the most important piece of legislation during the Nixon Administration, President Richard Nixon signed a bill Friday that would guarantee the armchair quarterbacks of America a 90-yard line seat to the games of hometown teams' games.

Just think about it. Our President doing something right for a change. Then, our President will have to oversee the Chicago Bears home games on television. Boy, is that going to divide the silent majority.

Then think about it this way. We'll have to see all the Chicago Bears home games on television. Boy, is that going to divide the silent majority.

The Bears opened up the 1973 season Friday night with a 36-0 win over the Chicago Bears. The Bears scored one try and added two conversions, followed by Tom Masenga, Joe Hofer, Tom Often, and John Fineman.

Henry 771

ATLANTA--Bank Aaron slammed the 11th hole in his career Monday night to close in either of Bob Ruth's all-time record.

The homer, the 37th of the season for the 28-year old Atlanta Braves' outfielder, equaling his performance of last year, is worth the win. Paul Dressler,created the course, quadruple the match to win the World Series.
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